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Front row seats to CTI teams

Bob Ross the weatherman sent me

Hi there



“Cross-[insert here] 
collaboration is essential!”

“We need better 
ways to share threat 
intelligence – safely”

“[CTI Networking] is an untapped 
area for a lot of organizations... 
they are still very siloed when it 
comes to intelligence sharing.”

“We’ll never get to our necessary level of threat intelligence awareness, 
landscaping, and forecasting capabilities if we’re always running 

around with our heads cut off AND our hands tied behind our back”

So… what’s going on?



Benchmark CTI networking practices, results, and 
attitudes to provide data-based insights around:

The role 
organizations play

How different 
methods stack up

How and why 
individuals participate



THANK YOU!

Google Form survey + interviews

No PII, no compensation

Distributed through word of mouth

134 quantitative, 120 qualitative responses

We reached out directly





PRIMARY JOB FUNCTION

WORK EXPERIENCE

CTI EXPERIENCE

A representative spread of 
job functions and experience



EMPLOYER TYPE EMPLOYER SIZE

Overwhelmingly for-profit, 
across all organization sizes



LOCATION

REGIONS OF OPERATIONS

Majority NA-based, with 
international operations



When your respondents are 
REALLY enjoying what they do….



So much that you can’t create segments

When your respondents 
REALLY enjoy what they do….





How different 
methods stack up

PARTICIPATION QUALITY RESULTS



1-to-1 & Trust Groups reign supreme 
(by far)

“ I have found that 
collaboration platforms 
such as Slack or 
Discord are the best to 
share IOCs and TTPs 
that can have an 
immediate impact on 
investigation and 
threat hunts.”

No shortcuts to the best peer-to-peer networks

Dominant across all dimensions

Private, personal reputation, reciprocal contribution

1-to-1
100% participation by employees of 100K+ orgs
46% increase by professionals with 10+ years exp compared to <10

Trust Groups
Top 2 across all dimensions of quality except uniqueness
10+ years and CTI professionals ranked Trust Groups even more positively



But don’t underestimate 
Social Media

“ Being linked with [research] in the past an 
individual... reached out via social media 
and notified me of an additional set of 
[malicious research findings] that were still 
active... I was able to help escalate that 
internally... and get them taken down 
within 24 hours.”

Met a random guy on twitter that was doing 
some CTI work on a similar data set that I 
was working on. I asked him questions 
around the dataset and how he was 
parsing the data... I made improvements... 
we both ended up with the data we 
needed to provide to our CTI teams.”

“

Noisy. Chaotic. But popular.

Outperformed on impact

Great for short-term discovery 
and longer-term network building

Safety & strict curation

Social
Ranked top in timeliness and low in confidence
One unique respondent





How and why 
individuals participate



CTI networking for action and awareness

“ There have... been 
multiple times where 
simply understanding the 
scope of some activity, 
quickly and via the input 
from trusted individuals, 
has directly led to 
detecting and mitigating 
malicious activity.”

“ During the [redacted APT] breach... We 
didn’t realize it was [redacted APT] until 
[reaching out to Trust Groups] helped 
connect the dots for us. That made a 
MA JOR change in the investigation and 
helped kick our IR into gear... the event was 
over 3,000 human work hours. Much of 
what we did for remediation was based on 
what we learned in speaking to others.”

“ [Building] a bigger picture due 
to multiple vantage points of 
threat actors... We’ve been able 
to confirm overlap [with trusted 
CTI parties] and assess their 
collection and analysis 
methodologies that matched 
ours and use that to build a 
more complete picture.“



But what’s valued? Depends who you ask.

Plus

Those with the least (<5) and 
most (15+) years experience 
valued advice more highly

The smaller the organization, 
the more value is placed on 
raw data

The larger the org, the more 
value on advice & opinions



Highly recommended for all levels

“ Do not be afraid to bring new ideas to 
the table. I think we are afraid of being 
wrong or looking incompetent.“

Discussing new ideas, brainstorming, 
and sharing only makes us stronger.”

An unexpected barrier: fear

Loads of advice & encouragement



Advice by and for the CTI Community





The role 
organizations play



TLP White: there’s never enough time!

TOP CHALLENGES



There’s room for development at organizations

“ We are currently [CTI networking] 
on an ad-hoc approach... Would 
like to have this as part of our 
long-term strategy to mature our 
CTI processes as a whole...” 

“ [W]orking in the CTI space, having 
the support of leadership to reach 
out to other organizations or 
individuals in my network or 
another’s network would have 
been the best thing possible.”





What we found

The role 
organizations play

How different 
methods stack up

How and why 
individuals participate

Crowd favorites, DMs 
& Trust Groups, take 

the cake.

Social clinches third.

Data? Information? Intel? 
All of the above. 

Not a matter of if you 
should, but how. 

For now, it’s on you.

It’s time to acknowledge 
the impact CTI 

networking is already 
making.



The end of the beginning

Larger Survey

In- and Ex-clusionary Culture 

Guidance By Career Levels 

Company Case Studies
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